Prurigo nodularis as a sweat gland/duct-related disorder: resolution associated with restoration of sweating disturbance.
Little attention has been given to the involvement of sweat glands/ducts in the pathogenesis of prurigo nodularis (PN). According to recent studies, PN is likely to develop under conditions characterized by dry skin, such as atopic dermatitis (AD), suggesting a strong impact of skin dryness on PN development. No therapeutic modalities produced complete resolution of PN without exacerbations. We previously reported that increases in skin dryness by sweating disturbance could initiate the development of AD. We investigated whether sweating responses were impaired in refractory PN lesions; and, if so, we asked whether the PN lesions could resolve by restoring sweating disturbance. Using the impression mold technique, which allows an accurate quantification of individual sweat gland/duct activity, we examined basal sweating under quiescent conditions and inducible sweating responses to thermal stimulus in PN lesions and normal-appearing skin in the same patients before and after treatment with a moisturizer or topical corticosteroids. Sweating disturbance, either basal or inducible, was most profoundly detected in the "hub" structure corresponding to the center of PN papule before the treatment. This sweating disturbance was immunohistochemically associated with the leakage of sweat into the dermis. This disturbance was restored by treatment with a moisturizer. Our limitations include a relatively small patient cohort and lack of blinding. Sweating disturbance could be one of the aggravating factors of PN development. Refractory PN with low skin hydration may resolve by restoring sweating disturbance.